
The Boulderfields- Driven Wall TheArea: The Driven area is an amazing collection of problems on the
southern edge of The Boulderfields. Driven houses some of the best rock
anywhere in the Okanagan Valley as well as some of the hardest
established lines to date. The Driven Wall itself is the main attraction in
this area with some of the most perfect edges to be found anywhere. Some
stellar lines on this wall include Driven (V11), Driven Stand (V9), and
Cow Bear (V2).
Approach: Travel through the Fields along the Southeast Trail toward the
eastern entrance to the Cave Dweller Boulders. Roughly 1min before
reaching this point (and just before dropping down the last hill to this
point), there will be a trail to the right that moves uphill (there is a sign
post to indicate this). Turn right here and follow the trail and signs uphill,
then slightly left (east) through a talus field in a small valley, and
eventually coming to a large slab on your right. Follow the trail beside the
slab, veer away from it to the left, hop over a couple boulders and travel a
further 50 feet beside a large fallen tree until you can look down to the
right and see the amazing Driven Wall.

Andy White playing with beta on the Ice Talons Low Project



Unnamed (V1)
Start matched on the juggy ledge,
just left of a small boulder. Make a
big pull up and climb into Bar Fight.
Finish on that line.

FA: Unknown
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Bar Fight (V4)
SDS under the overhang with right
on a pinch block and left on a
horizontal edge. Work up through
the prow feature to jugs above and
exit high and right.

FA: B. Dory
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Unnamed (V0)
Start sitting matched on a big slot.
Move out left to a blocky ledge, then
straight up and over the bulge to
finish.

FA: J. Duris
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Unnamed (V0)
Start as for #3, but move right
across shelves to face holds and
finish above.

FA: J. Duris
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Unnamed (V4)
Start sitting on the low, right end of
the boulder with right on a
triangular pinch and left on an incut
sidepull. Work up and left to
eventually gain opposing aretes and
an airy finish.

FA: J. Duris
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Cow Bear (V2)
SDS matched on the horizontal
pinch just left of the boulder
wedged against the wall. Move
straight up terrific edges to the shelf
above, then drop off. This one
would be top quality if it topped
out.

FA: J. Duris
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Driven Stand (V9)
Start standing about 4 feet right of
the boulder wedged against the wall,
with left on a blocky hold and right
on a triangular edge. Make a huge
lock-off, then work up and right
across the face on beautiful edges to
top out on the far right side of the
wall. Stellar!

FA: J. Duris
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The Wiggle (V7)
Start as for #7, but work straight
up the face through the diagonal
seam, a large edge, a slot, and a
tricky throw to a hidden edge
before finishing on the shelf. Drop
down.

FA: J. Duris
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Unnamed (V5)
Start as for #7, but work straight
left across the face, squeezing
above the wedged boulder and
joining the edges of Cow Bear to
finish on that problem.

FA: B. McCrea
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Livin’ on the Edge (V11/12)
SDS just right of the wedged boulder,
matched on a tiny crimp rail under the
overhang, below the start of #7. Pull
hard to establish on Driven Stand and
finish on that line. This one’s thin and
tough!

FA: A. White

510

Driven (V11)
SDS matched on a double-edge hold
about 4 feet right of the start for #7.
Climb left through great crimps to the
start of Driven Stand and finish as for
that line. World class and not bad for
the grade.

FA: A. White
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Detour (V9/10)
Start as for #11 and climb into Driven
Stand. At this point, climb into The
Wiggle to the good edge on the face,
then move out right through a small
sidepull/ undercling to join the finish
of Driven. Finish on that line.

FA: A. White
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Unnamed (V9)
Start as for Driven, climb into
Driven Stand, then finish on The
Wiggle. Pumpy with some punch at
the end.

FA: A. White, J. Duris

413 Unnamed (V8)
Start as for Driven, climb into #9,
and finish on that problem.

FA: A. White
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Unnamed (V7)
Start as for Driven, but make tricky
moves out right to join the start of #16,
then finish on that line.

FA: J. Duris, L. Markley
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Overachiever (V5)
SDS with left on a good incut
hold and right on an incut
undercling below. Bust out right
to a ledge, then slap up more
ledges and finish on Driven.

FA: A. White
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Ice Talons (V3)
Start standing matched on a triangular
incut hold in the roof. Move straight
out the roof, over the lip and finish
directly above.

FA: A. White
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Ice Talons Low Project
SDS on the low, left side of the roof
with both hands on the undercling rail.
Make a heinous move into the start of
Ice Talons and finish on that line.
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Light at the End of the
Tunnel (V8)

Crawl into the narrow opening
opposite the Ice Talons roof and find
the long overhang on the right side
of the cave. Start matched on the jug
in the back of the overhang with feet
on the slab below. Work through the
overhang to the lip, then compress
up until it’s possible to rock onto the
face above and squeeze through the
opening to finish.

FA: A. White

19 2 Project
A line starting lower in the cave and
following the tricky lip all the way into
#19 looks possible and tough.

Project
The low face in the cave, opposite
#19, looks like it could hold at least one
line.
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Staci White
working the slot
on The Wiggle
(V7)

Loic Markley
sticking the first
crux on Driven
(V11)
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